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Abstract

The inability of traditional privacy-preserving models to protect multiple datasets based on sensitive attributes has prompted
researchers to propose models such as SLOMS, SLAMSA, (p, k)-Angelization, and (p, l)-Angelization, but these were found
to be insufficient in terms of robust privacy and performance. (p, l)-Angelization was successful against different privacy
disclosures, but it was not efficient. To the best of our knowledge, no robust privacy model based on fuzzy logic has been
proposed to protect the privacy of sensitive attributes with multiple records. In this paper, we suggest an improved version of (p,
l)-Angelization based on a hybrid AI approach and privacy-preserving approach like Generalization. Fuzz-classification (p, l)-
Angel uses artificial intelligence based fuzzy logic for classification, a high-dimensional segmentation technique for segmenting
quasi-identifiers and multiple sensitive attributes. We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution by modelling and
analyzing privacy violations using High-Level Petri Nets. The results of the experiment demonstrate that the proposed approach
produces better results in terms of efficiency and utility.

© 2022 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction1

Given recent advances in the Internet of Things2

(IoT), big data, and machine learning, which have led3

to a surge in requests for data resources, it is critical4

that data be provided in a privacy-preserving manner5

that does not compromise individual privacy. Compa-6

nies like Apple have also encouraged the use of differ-7

ential privacy in their products as an example of such8

practices. Furthermore, there is a wide range of en-9

terprises and startups, such as Aircloak, whose main10

service is the anonymisation of data sets, providing a11
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more widely accepted avenue for Privacy-Preserving12

Data Publishing (PPDP) [1]. Anonymization is used13

in PPDP techniques to protect an individual’s sensi-14

tive information before publication [2]. The privacy15

of publicly available data is a critical challenge since16

it may include sensitive and private information about17

individuals, such as age, gender, and other attributes18

that make an individual uniquely identifiable. Addi-19

tionally, sensitive information is not limited to a Single20

Sensitive Attribute (SSA), but can also include a per-21

son’s Multiple Sensitive Attributes (MSAs). As the22

number of SAs in information increases, so does the23

threat of identification of individuals [3]. There have24

been many methods proposed in the literature for SSA25

or MSA-based datasets to anonymize sensitive data.26

Some of these suggested solutions, like k-anonymity27

[4, 5], p-sensitive k-anonymity [6], l-diversity [7], and28

t-closeness [8], utilized generalization to address SSA,29
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2 Tehsin Kanwal, et al.

while others, like anatomy [9], used bucketization to30

consider SSA. Several other methods have been sug-31

gested for making MSAs anonymous, including slic-32

ing [10, 11], ANGELMS [12], P-cover k-anonymity33

[13], p+-sensitive k-anonymity [14], the additive noise34

technique [15], and bucketization, used in the de-35

composition [16] approach. It has been demonstrated36

that MSA-based privacy approaches fail to protect pri-37

vacy when the adversary uses MSA correlation, back-38

ground, and non-membership knowledge [17] to re-39

veal privacy. Furthermore, despite the extensive liter-40

ature on single-record data sets, multi-record data sets41

(1:M datasets) have received little attention from the42

research community. As a result, in the case of 1: M43

data sets [18], the latest privacy work faces the possi-44

bility of severe privacy breaches. Most health-related45

microdata publishing entities today are more con-46

cerned with data protection and data loss, while tra-47

ditional privacy protection strategies attempt to strike48

a balance between privacy and utility, but their effec-49

tiveness needs to be re-evaluated.50

In this paper, we will employ an Artificial Intelligence51

(AI)-based fuzzy logic technique [19]. Fuzzy logic, a52

human-based reasoning system can be applied to pro-53

cess modelling, computer vision, deep learning, au-54

tonomous control systems, data mining, and data clas-55

sification. Fuzzy logic is a rule-based technique for56

partitioning multidimensional data. It takes imprecise57

data from tables and outputs precise fuzzy sets. We58

may use fuzzy logic to classify Quasi Identifiers (QIs)59

and Sensitive Attributes (SAs) in privacy-preserving60

techniques. Fuzzy-based methods for privacy protec-61

tion have been suggested in the literature [20, 21],62

but none of them provide multi-record with MSAs.63

The privacy preservation of multi records (1: M) with64

MSAs is re-investigated in this paper, and a fuzzy65

logic-based efficient technique is proposed for privacy66

protection. Fuzzy classification not only preserves pri-67

vacy but also increases data utility by classifying cor-68

related attributes using multidimensional partitioning.69

Fuzzy logic works for QAs and SAs, unlike techniques70

that suggest two separate methods for QIs and SAs,71

which results in minimal overhead. In this paper, an72

anonymization approach called Fuzz-classification (p,73

l)-Angel is proposed to efficiently protect the privacy74

of published data. Our main contributions are summa-75

rized below.76

1. In (p, l)-Angelization [17], privacy disclosures77

based on 1: M MSA generalization was re-78

investigated, and an AI-based Fuzzy Logic (FL)79

is introduced for the design of an enhanced ap-80

proach called Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel.81

2. Formal modeling and analysis of Fuzz-82

classification (p, l)-Angel, is performed using83

High-Level Petri Nets (HLPN) [22, 23]. The84

formal proof shows that the proposed enhanced85

approach provides the same defense against the86

identified adversarial attacks.87

3. The proposed fuzzy logic-based approach is an88

enhanced form of (p, l)-Angelization as it relates89

to privacy, efficiency, and utility. The aforesaid is90

also proved by performing experiments on a real-91

world 1: M-MSA micro data set.92

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-93

tion 2 will go through some of the recent related work94

that has been done to protect the privacy of 1: M,95

MSAs, and a combination of 1:M and MSAs. Section96

3 would include a systematic adversarial analysis of97

(p, l)-Angelization. The proposed Fuzz-classification98

(p, l)-Angel is in Section 4, and the formal verifica-99

tion, will be discussed in-depth in Section 5. A com-100

parison of the proposed methodology and the (p, l)-101

Angelization will be used in Section 6 to highlight the102

experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes this103

work.104

2. Related work105

This section illustrates the work done so far on106

MSAs and 1: M datasets. The privacy-preserving ap-107

proach of SSA is infeasible for MSA because the prob-108

ability of re-identifying individuals in any data set is109

high as SAs increase [3]. The proposed MSAs-based110

techniques are based on generalization, decomposi-111

tion, slicing, anatomization, and bucketization. The112

first proposed decomposition-based algorithm [16] is113

grounded on l-diversity principal with vertical parti-114

tioning for MSAs. Decomposition plus [24] extends115

the works for Decomposition [16], but it retains the116

noise value near to the original value.117

The concept of providing privacy for MSAs using slic-118

ing was first introduced in [11] and then improved119

slicing models are presented in [10], which leverage120

the use of suppression and Mondrian slicing. In [25],121

a privacy-preserving technique called “SLOMS” uses122

the basic concept of slicing and removes the correla-123

tion between MSAs. SLASMA [26] another privacy124

model for MSAs is proposed, that combines anato-125

mization [9] with slicing [11], but it does not gen-126

eralize QIs, thus improving the utility. For the pri-127

vacy protection of numerical MSAs, Multi-Sensitive128

Bucketization (MSB) based techniques have been de-129

veloped [27, 28], however, these approaches ignored130

textual data. In [29], a rating technique for MSAs was131

proposed, and the algorithm generalizes the multiple132

sensitive attributes, leading to information loss. The133

author in [28] minimizes information loss in the rating134

algorithm by avoiding association attacks in published135

data. ANGELMS [12] anonymizes the MSAs data set136

by using anatomy with generalization and vertical par-137

titioning. The privacy model (p, k)-angelization [30]138

is a weighted privacy model for MSAs. It is more139

important than others when it comes to information140

loss and privacy. But still, it has some limitations141

as weights are calculated based on sensitivity and de-142

pendency of SAs. The enhancement of the KC-slice143
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Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel) 3

[31] model with improved utility and privacy is pro-144

posed as a novel KCi-slice [32]. Privacy preserva-145

tion of multiple sensitive attributes based on the secu-146

rity level, with various security levels for distinct SA147

values, is presented in [33]. The proposed approach148

claims higher utility, but the execution time is also149

higher. In [34] fingerprint correlation attack is iden-150

tified in (p, k)-angelization [30] and based on that at-151

tack an improved (c, k)-anonymization [34] algorithm152

is proposed. The recent work (K, L) anonymity [35],153

utilizes the k-anonymity model together with Laplace154

differential privacy to ensure privacy. The proposed155

approach claims to avoid a linking attack. Though we156

have only discussed MSAs-based techniques with a157

single instance of any record thus far, there may be158

multiple instances (1:M) of a single record in more159

complicated cases. The literature only makes a very160

minor contribution to the 1:M dataset. In [36], the pre-161

liminary research in 1:M datasets is first presented. In162

this paper, the authors suggested a new privacy model163

based on l-diversity and k-anonymity, but it exces-164

sively generalizes both sensitive and quasi attributes.165

It has been highlighted that their method has minimal166

utility and requires a lot of computing time. Addi-167

tionally, it is demonstrated in [17] that it is vulnera-168

ble to the MSA correlation generalization attack. An169

effective privacy-preserving model for 1: M micro-170

data, with higher utility, has been proposed in [37].171

Although it was an improved work in adversarial at-172

tacks modeling and analysis it lacks MSAs considera-173

tion. The horizontal sliced permuted permutation (H-174

SPP) for 1: M microdata, is proposed in [38]. It makes175

use of slicing and anatomy to avoid identity, attribute,176

and membership disclosure risks. Some other privacy177

models for 1: M data sets are also proposed in [39]178

and [40].179

The work debated up to this point is either in MSAs180

or in 1: M. There is only two privacy model proposed181

in the literature for 1: M together with MSAs. The182

earliest privacy technique for 1: M and MSAs are pro-183

posed in [17], which re-examines the findings of [36]184

for privacy disclosures based on 1: M and MSAs. Al-185

though the proposed method shows an effective de-186

fense against adversarial attacks, it means that it can187

be more effective in terms of privacy. An adversar-188

ial attacks identification in a balanced p-sensitive k-189

anonymity privacy model for 1:M and MSAs has been190

suggested in a recent study [18]. They presented the191

1:M MSA-(p, l)-diversity privacy method, which is ef-192

ficient, resilient, and utility aware. To the best of our193

knowledge, most of the work done for privacy protec-194

tion and adversarial attack prevention lacks AI-based195

fuzzy-logic techniques. Some of the early work in196

privacy preservation using fuzzy logic is presented in197

[20, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45], but it lacks basic adversarial198

attack models and other relevant explanations. The re-199

cent article [46] makes use of fuzzy sets to categorize200

numerical and categorical attributes uniformly. Based201

on those categories, sensitivity levels are introduced,202

and (α, k)-anonymity privacy model is proposed for203

hierarchical data. In [47] data privacy is ensured us-204

ing data perturbation. The individual’s private data is205

perturbed using a fuzzy membership function. In arti-206

cle [48], the authors proposed a classification based207

on fuzzy logic, but it only applies to MSAs. All208

of the aforementioned proposed fuzzy logic methods209

lack the fundamental privacy adversarial models and210

are therefore unsuitable for MSAs and 1: M datasets.211

3. A Review of privacy breaches in (p, l)-212

Angelization213

This section revisit (p, l)-Angelization [17] work-214

ing and provides a short formal overview of the pri-215

vacy disclosures. MSAs correlation, adversarial back-216

ground knowledge, and Non-membership knowledge217

are the key sources of privacy disclosures that are218

invalidated in (p, l)-Angelization. It also improves219

the 1: M generalization’s high information loss.220

Since Angelization is a combination of bucket and221

batch partitioning, each bucket partitioning assures the222

(p, k)-anonymity principle since each bucket includes223

records from c groups. Each bucket contains at least k224

tuples, with k being the group size that minimises the225

linking attack. Each batch partitioning also adheres to226

the (p, k)-anonymity principle. Each batch and bucket227

must also adhere to the l-diversity principle. With228

MSAs, (p, l)-Angelization ensures the secure publi-229

cation of a 1: M dataset. This method effectively pre-230

serves the privacy of individual publicly available data231

from MSAs correlation-based adversarial attacks. If a232

batch partitioning = {BA1, BA2, ......BAh} and a bucket233

partitioning = {BA1, BA2, ......, BAK} , and when (p, l)-234

Angelization of the microdata Table T is provided, two235

tables are formed: a Sensitive Batch Table (SBT) and a236

Generalised Table (GT), where SBT is of the form: ST237

,BatchID, where S T = {C s
1i,C s

2i,C s
3i, .....,C s

ni}. SBT238

contains the row (i, ST), where i is the batch ID and239

ST is the set of sensitive attributes, for each batch Ai240

(1 ≤ i ≤ g) and every sensitive value s ∈ S that oc-241

curs in Ai. GT includes an additional column named242

Batch-ID in addition to all the QI attributes from mi-243

crodata T. Each tuple t ∈ T defines a row in GT. Each244

row contains a collection of the generalized QI values245

of t with Batch-ID. Fig. 1 displays the (p, l)-angel al-246

gorithm along with the HLPN model. Interested read-247

ers can refer to [17], for more details about algorithm248

steps and formal rules of (p, l)-angel algorithm. Since249

angelization combines bucket and batch partitioning,250

each bucket partitioning satisfies the (p, k)-anonymity251

criterion as each bucket contains records from c cate-252

gories. Each bucket includes at least k tuples, where253

k is the minimum group size to minimize the linking254

attack. Each batch partitioning also adheres to the (p,255

k)-anonymity principle. Each batch and bucket must256

also meet l-diversity [7] requirements. With MSAs,257
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4 Tehsin Kanwal, et al.

Table 1
MSAs correlation attacks description with formal rule representation

MSA correlation
attacks

Attacks description Formal representation based on (p,l)-
Angelization HLPN model

Sensitive correla-
tion attacks (Scor)

If the adversary can use MSA and back-
ground knowledge to correlate an indi-
vidual’s sensitive attributes, he or she can
execute Scor Attacks.

R(Scor Attacks)= ∀ i18 ∈

x18,∀i19 ∈ x19,∀i20 ∈ x20,∀i21 ∈

x21|S cor Dis(i18[1], i19[1]) →

({i18[1], i19[1]} ∪ {i20[2]}) , i2[2] ∧
i2[3](i21[2] ∪ i21[3]) = Φ

Non-membership
correlation at-
tacks (Nmcor)

If the adversary can successfully find the
absence of individual MSA in published
data, he or she can launch Nmcor attacks.

R (Nm Attacks)=∀ i22 ∈

x22,∀i23 ∈ x23,∀i24 ∈ x24,∀i25 ∈

x25 |Nm Dis(i22[1], i24[2]) →

i25[2] ∧ Nm Dis(i23[1], i24[2]) = Φ

Quasi-correlation
attacks (Qcor)

If an adversary can map a person to
a sensitive value in published data us-
ing external MSA information and quasi-
identifiers like age, gender, and zipcode,
he or she can execute a Qcor attack.

R (Qcor Attacks)=∀ i26 ∈

x26,∀i27 ∈ x27,∀i28 ∈ x28,∀i29 ∈

x29 |Qcor Dis(i26[1], i27[1]) →

({i26[1], i27[1]} ∪ {i28[2]}) , i2[1] ∧
i2[3](i29[2] ∪ i29[3]) = Φ

Fig. 1. HLPN model for (p, l)-Angelization

(p, l)-Angelization ensures the secure publication of a258

1: M data set. This approach effectively protects the259

privacy of the individual published data from MSAs’260

adversarial disclosures as explained in Table 1. (p, l)-261

Angelization algorithm performs a dependency-based262

SA weight calculation, and the MSAs category forma-263

tion depends on the maximum weight and the release264

of SBT and GT. In the subsequent section, we will pro-265

pose a fuzzy logic-based technique that will provide266

privacy and utility for MSA and 1:M-based data sets.267

4. Proposed enhanced Fuzz-classification (p, l)-268

Angel269

This section describes the work of fuzzy logic-270

based privacy-enhancing methods.The working of271

proposed approach is elaborated in subsequent sec-272

tions.273

4.1. Proposed Fuzz-classification (p,l)-Angel274

We propose a fuzzy (p, l)-Angel method for con-275

verting data attributes into fuzzy sets. Fuzzification276

is the process of converting data attributes into fuzzy277
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Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel) 5

Table 2
Original data table

Name Gender Age Zipcode Disease Treatment Physician Symptom Diagnostic-method
P1(Johny) M 27 14248 HIV Antiretroviral Therapy (ART) John Infection Blood Test
P2(Johny) M 27 14248 Dyspepsia Antibiotic Sarah Digestive Upset Ultrasound
P3(Ana F 28 14207 HIV ART John Loss of Weight ELISA Test
P4 Richard M 26 14206 Cancer Radiation Alice Loss of Weight MRI Scan
P5 Dave M 25 14249 Cancer Chemotherapy Bob Abdominal Pain Chest x-ray
P6 Kate F 41 13053 Hepatitis Drugs Sarah Fever Blood Test
P7 Kate F 41 13053 Phthisis Antibiotic David Fever Molecular Diagnostic Test
P8 Kate F 41 13053 Flu Medication Suzan Fever RIDT tests
P9 William M 48 13074 Phthisis Antibiotic David Fever Molecular Diagnostic Test
P10 Robert M 45 13064 Asthma Suzan Difficulty in Breathing MCCT
P11 Olivia F 42 13062 Obesity Nutrition Control Steven Eating Disorders Body Mass Index (BMI)
P12 Emily F 33 14248 Flu Medication Suzan Fever RIDT tests
P13 Alec M 37 14204 Flu Medication Eve Fever RIDT tests
P14 Oliver M 36 14205 Flu Medication Anas Fever RIDT tests
P15 James M 35 14248 Digestive Upset Medication Jem Heartburn Chest X-Ray
P16 James M 35 14248 Stomach Cancer Surgery Jem Digestive Upset Endoscopy
P17 Jessica F 28 14249 Cancer Chemotherapy Bob Abdominal Pain Chest x-ray

Table 3
Transformed data table

Name Gender Age Zipcode Disease Treatment Physician Symptom Diagnostic-method
P1 {1,2} (Johny) M 27 14248 {HIV, Dyspepsia} {Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Antibiotic} {John, Sarah} {Infection, Digestive Upset} {Blood Test, Ultrasound}
P2 (Ana F 28 14207 HIV ART John Loss of Weight ELISA Test
P3 Richard M 26 14206 Cancer Radiation Alice Loss of Weight MRI Scan
P4 Dave M 25 14249 Cancer Chemotherapy Bob Abdominal Pain Chest x-ray

P5 {5,6,7} Kate F 41 13053 {Hepatitis, phthisis,Flu} {Drugs,Antibiotic, Medication}
{Sarah, David,
Suzan} {Fever, Fever, Fever} {Blood test, MDM, RIDT tests}

P6 William M 48 13074 Phthisis Antibiotic David Fever Molecular Diagnostic Test
P7 Robert M 45 13064 Asthma Medication Suzan Difficulty in Breathing MCCT
P8 Olivia F 42 13062 Obesity Nutrition Control Steven Eating disorders Body Mass Index (BMI)
P9 Emily F 33 14248 Flu Medication Suzan Fever RIDT tests
P10 Alec M 37 14204 Flu Medication Eve Fever RIDT Tests
P11 Oliver M 36 14205 Flu Medication Anas Fever RIDT Tests
P12 {15,16} James M 35 14248 {digestive upset, Stomach Cancer} {Medication, Surgery} {Jem, Jem} {Heartburn, Digestive Upset} {Chest X-Ray, Endoscopy}
P13 Jessica F 28 14249 Cancer Chemotherapy Bob Abdominal Pain Chest X-Ray

sets. The first step in making fuzzy set is to categorize278

attributes according to their priority. This is explained279

in subsequent subsection.280

4.1.1. Weight assignment:281

The first step is to assign weights to attributes so that282

membership functions can be defined. Let us take the283

attribute physician in Table 2 as an example and con-284

vert it to a fuzzy sets. First, identify the distinct physi-285

cians in Table 4, the total number of distinct physi-286

cians (p) is ten, and they are ordered from most criti-287

cal to least critical, moderately critical to less critical,288

and so on. The weights are computed by means of289

Rank Order Centroid (ROC) using rank assigned to290

physicians. Table 5 represents calculated ROC-based291

weights as given. Based on ROC based weights, fuzzy292

set for physicians is defined. The equation for calcu-293

lating ranked based weight is given below where Ps294

is the number of physicians and Wk is the weight for295

the kth physician. We will repeat above steps for all296

sensitive attributes to get weights.297

Wk = (1/Ps)
∑
r=k

Ps 1
r

(1)

4.1.2. Fuzzy sets and rule base inference298

Next Fuzzy sets are defined for each attribute and
IF-THEN rules are defined based on these fuzzy sets
(FSs). IF-THEN rules are evaluated to get an output
of privacy classes. Let linguistic variables (qi) and

(msa) represent QIs and MSAs, respectively. Let ’i’
mfs be constructed for QIs, then fuzzy sets for (qi) are
generated. The generalized form of fuzzy sets for two
QIs X and Y are illustrated in equation 2.

(Fuzzy − S et)X((qiA)) = {(qiX1), (qiX2), ....., (qiXi)}
(Fuzzy − S et)Y ((qiB)) = {(qiY1), (qiY2), ....., (qiYi)}

(2)
Following the formation of fuzzy sets, rules are
computed and privacy classes are defined using 3.

IF QIX is (qiXi) ∪ QIY is (qiY j)action = q(PC)(i+ j−1)

(3)
The next step is assignment of tuples to privacy299

classes.300

4.1.3. Assignment phase301

Next step is assignment of records to Privacy302

Classes (PCs). PCs are created according to defined303

rules, and tuples in the table are assigned to each PC304

according to their values. Classification and assign-305

ment need to be done for every attribute of data set.306

Table 6 and Table 7 shows the privacy classes for QIs307

and MSAs respectively.308

4.1.4. Anonymization phase309

The classification and assignment of QIs and SAs310

to fuzzy privacy classes are done in last phase. The311

final phase is to integrate SA PCs into the QI PC ta-312

ble and assign PCs to tuple ids. Table 8 contains the313
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6 Tehsin Kanwal, et al.

anonymized QT and Table 9 shows anonymized SAs.314

Below is a line-by-line explanation of the algorithm.315

Table 4
Rank based weight calculation

Physician Rank Weight (ROC)
John 1 (1+1/2+,...,+1/10)/10 = 0.31
Jem 2 (1/2+1/3+,...,+1/10)/10 =0.20

Alice 3 (1/3+1/4+,...,+1/10)/10 =0.14
Anas 4 (1/4+1/5+,...,+1/10)/10 =0.11
Bob 5 (1/5+1/6+,...,+1/10)/10 =0.08
Eve 6 (1/6+1/7+,...,+1/10)/10 =0.06

Sarah 7 (1/7+1/8+1/9+1/10)/10 =0.04
Suzan 8 (1/8+1/9+1/10)/10 =0.03
David 9 (1/9+1/10)/10 = 0.02
Steven 10 (1/10)/10=0.01

Table 5
Rank based physician weight calculation

Physician Rank Weight
(ROC)

Fuzzy set for p

John 1 0.31 Pmc p is most critical
Jem 2 0.20 Plc p is least critical
Alice 3 0.14 Pmrc p is more criti-

cal
Anas 4 0.11 Plsc p is less critical
Bob 5 0.08 Pmdc p is moderate

critical
Eve 6 0.06 Plscr p is lesser criti-

cal
Sarah 7 0.04 Pc P is critical
Suzan 8 0.03 Ps P is sensitive
David 9 0.02 Pls P is less sensi-

tive
Steven 10 0.01 Pn P is normal

In Algorithm 1 Line 12, 13 merge multiple records316

in MT into a single record representation and split the317

table into QIs and SAs attributes subsets (Table 3).318

Data attributes are called Linguistic variables (Lvn).319

Line 14-16: identify unique attributes and rank them320

(r) according to weights. Line 18-20, define linguis-321

tic variables for unique attributes using Rank order322

centroid (ROC). Line 21-23, define MFs for every at-323

tribute. Every attribute can have two, three, or four324

MFs. Line 26 makes classification rules for data-set325

Line 26, assigns classification rules to privacy classes.326

Line 33 identifies which privacy class a tuple in Ta-327

ble ’TMT’ belongs to as shown in Table 6. Line 34-328

35 generate tables (QT) and (SAT) with new attribute329

class and attributes of subset table (Table 7, Table 7b).330

Every SAs subset table’s QT (tuple) is checked on line331

40 to see if it belongs to which privacy class (SAT).332

Line 41, for each subset of SAT, add a privacy class to333

QT. Line 46-48, publish FQT and FMSAT tables (Ta-334

ble 8 Table 9 ). In the following section, we demon-335

Algorithm 1 Fuzz-classification (p,l)-Angel

procedure Fuzzification
2: Input MT: Microdata table = {Lvn}

(MMT) : Transformed Microdata table ={Lvn}
4: Multiple Sub-sets= {sb1, sb2, sb3,. . . , sbk}

Membership Functions MFs for Lvn
6: α = no. of attributes in one sb

Ω = no. of MFs for Lvn
8: ν = Numbero f f uzzyrules(ν = Ωα)

Classification Rules CR [] = CR1,CR2, . . . ,CRν

10: Privacy Classes []= PC1, PC2, . . . , PCν

Output Release Table FQT and FST
12: (MMT ) B M − Trans f orm(Lvn)

sb(k(∀k∈m)) B S plit((MMT ))
14: for i = 1 to m do

RnkAtbi∀i∈sb B (Rank(Distinct(sbk∀k∈m ))
16: end for

//Step1: line 17-26 represents classification phase/

18: for i = 1 to j do
LvnRb B ROC(RnkAtbi∀i∈sb ), sbk∀k∈m

20: end for
for k = 1 to m do

22: MFs B Membership(LvnRb)
end for

24: for i = 1 to a do
for j = 1 to ω do

26: CR[i] B AND{Lvn[1][ j] ∧

Lvn[2][ j]∧, .........,∧Lvn[η][ j]}
PC[i] B CR[i]

28: end for
end for

30: /* Step2: line 30-40 represents privacy classes as-
signment phase */

for i = 1 to n do
32: for j = 1 to ν do

if T(Tuple) ∈ (PC[ν]) then
34: Create a new table for QIs (QT)

and SAT (S AT1, ....., S ATm) based on the Classes.
end if

36: end for
end for

38: for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to m do

40: if QT(tuple) ∈ (STm) then
Append dataset PC(STm) in QT for

every SAT
42: end if

end for
44: end for

//Step 3:line 45-47 represents Fuzzy-Publication
phase/

46: for i = 1 to T do
Publish FQT , FMSAT

48: end for
return FQT , FMSAT

50:end procedure
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Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel) 7

Table 6
Classification of QIs (Age-Zip code)

Age Zip-code
13053-14204 14205-14249

24-27
{P1,P2,P3,P4}
qPC1

28-35
{P9,P12,P13}
qPC2

36-45
{P5,P6,P7,P8, P10}
qPC3

{P11}
qPC4

strate that the adversarial MSAs correlation attack can336

be successfully mitigated using the proposed approach337

through formal modelling and analysis.338

5. Formal modeling and analysis of Fuzz-339

classification (p, l)-Angel with privacy attacks340

mitigation341

Formal modelling and analysis of the proposed342

Fuzz-classification (p,l)-Angel-based algorithm will343

be demonstrated in this section. Furthermore, we will344

also perform the mitigation of privacy attacks through345

HLPN. For this purpose, we convert the proposed al-346

gorithm into the HLPN model. Descriptions of the347

variable types are given in Table 10. Table 11 shows348

the model places and its description. In formal mod-349

eling using HLPN, we identify the data types, Places350

(P), and mappings (Interested readers are encouraged351

to read [22, 23] for further details about the use of352

HLPN). Fig. 2 depicts the working of the HLPN353

model with privacy-attack invalidation. The first input354

transition shows the raw data table with data attributes355

and r number of tuples stored in Table.356

R(M-Merging) = ∀i2 ∈ x2, i3 ∈ x3|
(i3[1], i3([2])i∀i3[2]∈i )

B Trans f rm − Rec(i2[1], (i2[2])m∀i2[2]∈m )∧
x3′ B x3 ∪ {i3[1], i3[2]}

(4)

R(D-Split) = ∀i4 ∈ x4, i5 ∈ x5|
(i5[1], i5([2])i∀i5[2]∈i ) B DS plt(i4[2]m∀i5[2]∈m )∧

x5′ B 5 ∪ {i5[1], i5[2]}
(5)

Algorithm starts with the transformation of multi
records in Table in to single record representation by
merging the same data attributes of patient records in
transition M-Merging . The data attributes are divided
in Transition D-Split into multiple subsets of QI and
SAs. Following this linguistic variable identification,
we rank each variable’s value and use transition A-
L-Conv to transform attributes to linguistic variables

Lvn.

R(Rank) = ∀i8 ∈ x8, i9 ∈ x9|
(i7([1]i(∀i7[1]∈i ) B ((i6[1])m∀i6[1]∈m)∧

(i7([2])z∀i7[2]∈z ) B W − bsrnk(i6[2]m∀i6[2]∈b )∧
x7′ B x7 ∪ {i7[1], i7[2]}

(6)

R (A-L-Conv) = ∀i8 ∈ x8, i9 ∈ x9|
(i9[1])n∨i9[1]∈n ) B L −Conv((i8[1])n∨i8[1]∈n )∧

x9′ B x9 ∪ {(i9[1])}
(7)

R (Classification) = ∀i10 ∈ x10, i11 ∈ x11,
i14 ∈ x14, i15 ∈ x15, i17 ∈ x17|

(i9[1])s∀i9[1]∈s B M f (i8[1])s∀i8[1]∈s

∧x9′ B x9 ∪ {(i9)}∧
(i14[1])t∀i14[1]∈t B Rules(i10[1][ρ]∧

i10[µ][ρ])t∀i10[µ][ρ]∈t∧

∧x16′ B x16 ∪ {(i16)}
(i17[1])t∀i17[1]∈t ) B (i15[1])t∀i15[1]∈t )
∧x17′ B x17 ∪ i17[1]

(8)

(Assignmnt) = ∀i18 ∈ x18, i19 ∈ x19,
i20 ∈ x20, i21 ∈ x21, i21 ∈ x21|

((i18[2] ∈ (i20[1]) = TRUE))→
(i21[1], i21[2], i21[3]) B Fuzzytable(i18[1]

‖ i19[1] ‖ i20[1])∧
x21′ B x21 ∪ {i21[1], i21[2], i21[3]}∨

(i18[2] ∈ (i20[1]) = TRUE)→
(i22[1], i22[2]) B Fuzzy − table((i18[1]

‖ i19[2])p∀i19[2]∈p )∧
x22′ B x22 ∪ {i22[1], i22[2]}

(9)

For linguistic variables x, all membership functions357

are defined. Now, Ωα rules are created based on the358

combination of linguistic variable values and member-359

ship functions, and they are saved in place Rules. Af-360

ter this procedure, each particular rule is allocated a361

privacy class. The above mentioned process is repre-362

sented in equations 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.363

R (Anonymization) = ∀i23 ∈ x23, i24 ∈ x24,
i25 ∈ x25|

(i23[2] ∈ i24[2]i∀i24[2]∈i) = TRUE))→
i25[1] B i23[1] ∧ i25[2] B i23[2]∧
i25[3] B i24[2] ∧ i25[4] B i23[3]

∧x25′ B x25 ∪ {i25[1], i25[2], i25[3], i25[4]}

(10)
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8 Tehsin Kanwal, et al.

Table 7
Classification of sensitive attributes

(a) Classification of sensitive attributes (disease-physician-treatment)

PID Disease Physician Treatment Class

P1, P2, P3 HIV, Flu, Cancer John, Jem, Alice
Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery C1

P12 Stomach Cancer, Hepatitis, Obesity
John, Jem
Alice

Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery C2

P12
Dyspepsia, Phthisis
Digestive Upset, Asthma

John, Jem
Alice

Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery C3

P10, P11
HIV, Flu,
Cancer

Anas, Bob
Eve

Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery C4

P5, P9
HIV, Flu,
Cancer

Sarah, Suzan
David, Steven

Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery C5

P7
Dyspepsia, Phthisis
Digestive Upset,
Asthma

Sarah, Suzan
David, Steven

Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery C6

P4, P13
HIV, Flu,
Cancer

Anas, Bob
Eve Antibiotic, Chemotherapy, Drugs, Nutrition Control C7

P5, P8
Stomach Cancer, Hepatitis,
Obesity

Sarah, Suzan
David, Steven Antibiotic, Chemotherapy, Drugs, Nutrition Control C8

P1, P5, P6
Dyspepsia, Phthisis
Digestive Upset, Asthma

Sarah, Suzan
David, Steven Antibiotic, Chemotherapy, Drugs, Nutrition Control C9

(b) Classification of sensitive attributes (symptom-diagnostic method)

PID Symptoms Diagnostic-method Class

P1,P2,P5,P9,P10.P11
Infection, Fever, Loss of Weight
Digestive Upset Blood Test, RIDT test, ELISA-Test pC1

P1, P3
Infection, Fever, Loss of Weight
Digestive Upset Ultrasound, Chest X-Ray, MRI Scan pC2

P4, P11, P12
Difficulty in Breathing, Abdominal Pain,
Eating Disorders, Heartburn Ultrasound, Chest X-Ray, MRI Scan, pC3

P5, P6, P12
Infection, Fever, Loss of Weight
Digestive Upset

Molecular Diagnostic Methods,
MCCT,
Body Mass Index (BMI), Endoscopy

pC4

P7, P8

Difficulty in Breathing,
Abdominal Pain,
Eating Disorders,
Heartburn

Molecular Diagnostic Test,
MCCT,
Body Mass Index (BMI), Endoscopy

pC5

Table 8
Fuzzy Quasi Table (FQT)

PID Age Zip code Class
P1, P2, P3, P4 [24-27] [14205-

14249]
qPC1

P9, P12, P13 [28-35] [14205-
14249]

qPC2

P5, P6, P7,
P8, P10

[36-45] [13053-
14204]

qPC3

P11 [36-45] [14205-
14249]

qPC4

R (Publication) = ∀i26 ∈ x26, i27 ∈ x27, i28 ∈ x28|
i27[1] B i26[1] ∧ i27[2] B i26[2] ∧ i27[3] B i26[4]

∧x27′ B x27 ∪ {i27[1], i27[2], i27[3]}
i28[1] B i26[1] ∧ i28[2] B i26[2] ∧ i28[3] B i26[4]

∧x28′ B x28 ∪ {i28[1], i28[2]}
(11)

In assignment process, each record in the table is
checked to see which class it belongs to, followed by
construction of Q-T and S-T as depicted in 8. In this
process records from tables are assigned to each pri-
vacy class according to its matched values. Next in
transition anonymization the privacy classes for quasi
identifiers are checked for corresponding class of sen-
sitive attributes bucket. Each class of multiple sen-
sitive attributes gets a quasi-based privacy class, and
saved in places FQT and FST as given in equations 9,
10, and 11.

R (FScor- Attack) = ∀i28 ∈ x28,∀i29 ∈ x29,
∀i30 ∈ x30,∀i31 ∈ x31|

f corDis((i28[2] ∪ i29[2]), 30[2])
, i31[1] ∧ i31[1] = ϕ

∧x31 B x31 ∪ {i31[1]}

(12)
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Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel) 9

Table 9
Fuzzy Multiple Sensitive Attribute Table (FMSAT))

Class Disease-Symptom-Physician Treatment-Diagnostic

qPC1

{HIV, Flu, Cancer}
{Dyspepsia,
Phthisis
Digestive Upset,
Asthma}

{John Jem Alice}
{Anas Bob Eve}
{Sarah Suzan
David Steven}

{Antiretroviral Therapy
(ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery}
{Antibiotic,
Chemotherapy,
Drugs, Nutrition Control}

{Infection, Fever,
loss of weight
Digestive Upset}
{Difficulty in
Breathing,
Abdominal Pain,
Eating Disorders,
Heartburn}

{Blood Test,
RIDT Test,
ELISA-Test}
{Ultrasound
Chest x-ray,
MRI Scan}

qPC2

{Stomach Cancer,
Hepatitis,
Obesity}
{Dyspepsia,
Phthisis,
Digestive Upset,
Asthma}
{HIV, Flu, Cancer}

{John Jem Alice}
{Sarah Suzan
David Steven}
{Anas Bob Eve}

{Antiretroviral Therapy
(ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery}
{Antibiotic,
Chemotherapy,
Drugs, Nutrition Control}

{Infection, Fever,
loss of weight,
digestive upset}
{Difficulty in
Breathing,
Abdominal Pain,
Eating Disorders,
Heartburn}

{Blood Test,
RIDT test,
ELISA-Test}
{Ultrasound,
Chest x-ray,
MRI Scan}
{ Molecular
Diagnostic Test,
MCCT,
Body Mass
Index (BMI),
Endoscopy}

qPC3

{HIV,
Flu, Cancer}
{Dyspepsia,
Phthisis
Digestive Upset,
Asthma}
{Stomach Cancer,
Hepatitis,
Obesity}

{John Jem Alice}
{Anas Bob Eve}
{Sarah Suzan

David Steven}

{Antiretroviral therapy
(ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery}
{Antibiotic,
Chemotherapy,
Drugs, Nutrition Control}

{Infection, Fever,
Loss of Weight,
Digestive Upset}
{Difficulty in
Breathing,
Abdominal Pain,
Eating Disorders,
Heartburn}

{Blood Test,
RIDT test,
ELISA-Test}
{Molecular
Diagnostic Test,
MCCT, Body
Mass Index
(BMI)
Endoscopy}

qPC4 {HIV, Flu, Can-
cer}

{Anas Bob
Eve}

{Antiretroviral therapy
(ART), Medication,
Radiation, Surgery}

{Infection, Fever,
Loss of Weight,
Digestive Upset}

{Blood Test,
RIDT Test,
ELISA-Test}

R (FQcor- Attack) = ∀i32 ∈ x32,∀i33
∈ x33,∀i34 ∈ x34,∀i35 ∈ x35|
f qcorDis(i32[1], i32[2], i34[1])
= i35[1]) < i35[2] ∧ i35[2] = ϕ

∧x35′ B x35 ∪ {i35[1], i35[2]}

(13)

R (FNm-Attack) = ∀i36 ∈ x36,∀i37 ∈ x37,
∀i38 ∈ x38,∀i39 ∈ x39|

f NmDis(i36[1], i38[2]) , (39[2]
∧37[2])→ 39[2] = ϕ

∧x39 B x39 ∪ {i39[1], i39[2]}

(14)

Last attack transitions represent the attack mitiga-364

tion on proposed Fuzz-classification (p,l)-Angel ap-365

proach. The adversary uses the combination of pub-366

lished data FQT and FST, background knowledge367

BGK and external available information and tries to368

reveal the user IDs and MSA values. In 12, 13 and369

14 the value returned from the transition Attack is370

equal to ϕ. As Fuzzification-based (p, l)-Angelization371

use classification and ROC based approach to pre-372

vent FScor-Attack and FQcor-Attack. An attacker373

cannot link multiple user ID records because the tar-374

get identity in the PC cannot be traced. For the375

FScor-Attack invalidation in our proposed approach376

we take a unique attribute and assign it a rank accord-377

ing to criticality. The ROC-based method is used for378

weight calculation. This process is applied to all at-379

tributes. ROC-based classifications in PCs and per-380

mutation prove to be effective for any type of MSAs381

correlations and external available knowledge. Like-382

wise, in an FNm attack, the adversary cannot guess383

the exact appearance of the target individual in the384

PC, because this knowledge is not sufficient due to the385

aforementioned fuzzy logic classification-based meth-386

ods and the permutation of the target individual pres-387

ence.388
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10 Tehsin Kanwal, et al.

Fig. 2. HLPN for adversarial attacks mitigation on fuzz-classification (p,l)-Angel

6. Experimental results389

The privacy model of the proposed Fuzz-390

classification (p, l)-Angel approach is validated391

through HLPN in the previous section. In this392

section, we present an experimental evaluation of393

the proposed approach with (p-l)-Angelization. The394

efficiency of the proposed privacy model is measured395

using computational cost and query accuracy. The396

proposed Fuzz- classification(p, l)-Angel algorithm,397

and (p, l)-Angelization is implemented in python,398

and experiments are carried out on a machine with399

operating system Windows 10, processor Intel Core400

i7, 500 GB hard disk, and 8 GB RAM. The data sets401

used are YOUTUBE and INFORMS. A total of 25000402

records are used for INFORMS and YOUTUBE403

dataset. The total attributes in YOUTUBE dataset404

are 8, 6 are used as QIs uid, age, category, length,405

rate, and rating and 2 are SAs comments, video-ID.406

In INFORMS dataset 4 are QIs birth month and year,407

race, education year, and 2 are SAs income, code.408

6.1. Query accuracy:409

The utility of the proposed Fuzz -classification(p,
l)-Angel is measured through query accuracy. The
effectiveness of privacy models is obtained by com-
paring anonymized data sets aggregated query results

[49, 50]. The aggregate query is in the form:

S ELECTCOUNT (∗)FROMDAT AS ET (T )
WHEREpred(Pq

1i)AND . . . AND
pred(Pqdqi)ANDpred(PS A)

(15)

In the above query, a query is executed from the
original data set or anonymized data set and query
predicate P comprises several QIs and SAs which we
called the query dimensionality and values of each at-
tributes called query selectivity. The Relative Query
Error (RQE) is calculated using:

RQE = Estimated count˘Actual count
Actual count (16)

Whereas, the actual query count is the result of the410

query run on the original data set T, and the estimated411

query count is the count returned from anonymize data412

set (T*). The results of the query accuracy are com-413

puted according to the number of groups and the di-414

mensionality of the query. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the415

number of groups and relative query error are shown416

for YOUTUBE and INFORMS data sets. The group417

size fluctuates in Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel, un-418

like (p, l)-Angelization, as a result, the relative query419

error in the proposed methodology is almost the same420

for varied group sizes. Furthermore, when com-421

pared to (p, l)-Angelization, the proposed approach422

uses fuzzy classification for both QIs and SAs, re-423
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Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel) 11

Table 10
Data types used in HLPN for Fuzzy-PPDP

Types Descriptions
ID Identifier in Table
TID Transformed identifier in Table
Tpt Table with t tuples
TTpt Transformed Table with t tuples
Sqid Subset of quasi-identifier
Sseni Multiple subsets of sensitive at-

tribute values
SaR Subsets of unique sensitive attribute

ranking
Cpc Set of privacy classes
Cq Set of privacy classes for quasi-

identifiers
C Set of privacy classes for append ta-

ble
FQI Fuzzy quasi-identifiers
Lvs Linguistic variables for a attributes
Rρ ρ number of fuzzy rules
Q Group of quasi identifiers
FMSAs Multiple sensitive attributes
MSAT Fuzzy multiple sensitive attribute
FQbk Fuzzy quasi-identifiers for back-

ground knowledge
FMS Abk Fuzzy multiple sensitive attribute of

background knowledge
FQIcor Fuzzy quasi-identifiers for Qcor

based adversarial disclosure
FMS Acor Fuzzy quasi-identifiers for Qcor

based adversarial disclosure
FQInm Multiple sensitive attributes for cor-

relation adversarial disclosure
FMS Anmm Multiple sensitive attributes for

non-membership disclosure.

sulting in a lower relative query error. Although bet-424

ter generalization is implemented for QIs in (p, l)-425

Angelization, query error is still greater as compared426

to Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel. In Fig. 5 and 6427

relative query error is plotted against query dimen-428

sionality for YOUTUBE and INFORMS data sets.429

Graphs suggest that query accuracy is better in the430

proposed approach as compared to the renowned (p,431

l)-Angelization technique that uses angelization based432

generalization for QIs.433

6.2. Execution time:434

The execution time analysis is used to measure435

the computational efficiency of the proposed approach436

against (p, l)-Angelization. The execution time anal-437

ysis of Fuzz -classification(p, l)-Angel and (p, l)-438

Angelization is shown in Fig. 7 and 8. In Fig. 7 exe-439

cution time is plotted against the number of records440

in the YOUTUBE dataset. It is clear that time re-441

quired to execute the proposed approach is quite short442

Table 11
Mapping of data types on places

Types Description
ϕ(Table) P(ID×Tpt)
ϕ(TMT) P(TID×TTpt)
ϕ(S-Set) P(Sqid×Sseni )
ϕ(Rank) P(Sqid×SaR )
ϕ(PCs) P(Cpc)
ϕ(L-Variable) P(LVs)
ϕ(MF) P(mfi)
ϕ(CR) P(Rρ)
ϕ(Q-T) P(TID×FQ×Cq)
ϕ(S-T) P(TID×FMSAi)
ϕ(AP-Data) P(TID×Q×FMSAs×C)
ϕ(FQT) P(TID×FQ×Cq)
ϕ(FST) P(TID×FMSAs×Cs)
ϕ(BGK) P(FQIbk×FMSAbk)
ϕ(F-Sen-Dis) P(FMSAcor)
ϕ(F-Qcor-Dis) P(TID×FQIcor)
ϕ(F-Nm-Dis) P(FQInm×FMSAnmm)

Fig. 3. Relative query error for varying k groups on YOUTUBE
data set

Fig. 4. Relative query error for varying k groups on INFORMS
data set
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12 Tehsin Kanwal, et al.

Fig. 5. Relative query error for different query dimensions on
YOUTUBE data set

Fig. 6. Relative query error for different query dimensions on
INFORMS data set

Fig. 7. Execution time analysis for different number of records on
YOUTUBE data set

Fig. 8. Execution time analysis for different number of records on
INFORMS data set

as compared to (p, l)-Angelization. The proposed443

method is AI-based and uses fuzzy logic to classify444

QI and SA, so it is computationally faster than (p, l)-445

Angelization. In Fig. 8 execution time of INFORMS446

dataset with varying records is shown. The results447

show that the execution time increases with the num-448

ber of records, but the proposed method with different449

records has very short execution time compared to (p,450

l)-Angelization. The reason for the longer execution451

time in (p, l)-Angelization is due to generalization us-452

ing QI anonymization, using weight assignment and453

balancing steps to discover MSA dependencies.454

7. Conclusion455

Privacy and utility are factors that are mutually de-456

pendent on privacy-preserving data publishing, it is457

crucial to design effective privacy techniques for data458

publication that strike a balance between the two.459

The main objective of this research is to maximize460

the utility of health care data while protecting the461

privacy of multiple sensitive attributes and multiple462

records data sets. The work in this area is very lim-463
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ited and is still not well explored. State-of-the-art pri-464

vacy work for multiple sensitive attributes requires re-465

liable techniques like AI-based fuzzy logic. In this466

article, we propose an enhanced version of our pre-467

viously proposed technique (p, l)-Angelization. The468

proposed Fuzz-classification (p, l)-Angel uses per-469

mutation and fuzzy logic to classify multiple sensi-470

tive attributes and quasi-identifiers. Privacy Classes471

are mapped to MSAs data sets using specific fuzzy472

rules. The suggested technique is an improved ver-473

sion of (p, l)-Angelization in terms of privacy, as474

shown through modelling and analysis of privacy dis-475

closures using HLPN. The experiments’ results show476

that the suggested approach outperforms its counter-477

part in terms of utility and performance. In the fu-478

ture, we plan to develop secure smart homes and479

transportation systems based on fuzzy logic, and we480

will look into their privacy and reliability. There is481

also a need for privacy-aware federated learning-based482

mechanisms re-investigation and their use for secure483

sensitive health data collection and transmission.484
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